Musicians, humanists, and patrons of the time were well aware of the diverse cultural and artistic strengths of North and South. There can be no doubting the superior polyphonic skills of northern musicians. One Italian traveller to England commented in 1497 on the music he heard while passing through Bruges, where "this art is highly appreciated", and in Antwerp: "everyone goes in for music, and they are so expert at it that they play even handbells so harmoniously and with such full tone that the handbells themselves seem to sing".' Italians had plenty of opportunity to appreciate northerners in their own country. Still in 1516, long after Italian youths had begun studying with northern choirmasters, the Mantuan poet Teofilo Folengo singled out Flemish singers as "ex- In the same vein Poggio Bracciolini wrote from Rome in 1451, complimenting the library owned by the dean of Utrecht Cathedral, "I marveled that a man so avid for eloquence and the liberal arts should be found so far away from Italy, the country to which such studies seem to be so natural".' It is impossible to imagine a Flemish singer writing to anyone in Rome with such condescension. Too many Flemish musicians had sought employment there for too many years. Of the occupations just cited, Italian singers and composers had the greatest difficulty finding work outside their native lands. Italian humanists and, increasingly in the sixteenth century, Italian instrumentalists, all possessed skills that foreign patrons both valued and found in short supply in their own domains. Nevertheless, it is not enough to identify talented potential courtiers in one country and wealthy patrons in another, and assume that a patron's desire for a particular talent entirely explains why for a centuryand-a-half so many talented men put up with the assorted pains and dangers of travel. Erasmus named several causes of the "incredible and almost unendurable discomfort" he encountered between Strasbourg and Louvain, including bad food, bad roads, conniving innkeepers and robbers.10 And once in Italy, northern- ers faced the expected differences in customs, language, and weather; in some cases they also contended with professional jealousies from native practitioners that they displaced." Then as now, some would have adapted more easily than others.
With the exception of the House of Aragon in Naples, the treasuries of Italian rulers were in fact inferior to those of most royal families outside of Italy. Therefore the traditional explanation of why northern musicians came with such willingness must stress the heightened artistic inclinations of Italian patrons, along with a spirit of competitive splendor among the many courts. Still, this provides no answers for why John Dunstaple and Leonel Power apparently never went to Italy, while Johannes Ciconia and Guillaume Du Fay did; or more broadly, why so few of the many well-trained English musicians ever sought employment from the pope, while singers from the dioceses of Liege and Cambrai habitually journeyed to Rome.
Whatever the attractions of musical talent for a prince and of princely favor for a musician, we need to take account not only of motives for attraction, but also of motives for dispersion.12 In other words, supplementing the various reasons why a patron would support a foreign musician or humanist, there are first of all circumstances which encouraged skilled individuals to leave their own lands. Among the obvious hardships are wars, plagues, violence, and political realignments; no less potent, though not always so " Respect and admiration for the abilities of Flemish colleagues surely coexisted with tension over the unwanted competition for jobs; see, for example, G. CATnN ... for some time back it has been necessary for the Florentines, because they have multiplied in number, to seek their livelihood through enterprises. Therefore, they have departed from their territory to search through other lands, provinces and countries, where one or another has seen an opportunity to profit for a time, to make a fortune, and to return to Florence ... For some time now it has seemed that they were born for this, so large is the number (in accordance with what the generative air produces) of those who go through the world in their youth and make profit and acquire experience, daring (virtu), good manners and treasure. All of them together constitute a community of so large a number of valiant and wealthy men which has no equal in the world. To return to the situation in England, papal patronage was actually unsuitable for most British musicians. There are indications that British churches and collegiate chapels relied more on lay singers to staff their choirs than was the case in France and Flanders. A new class of professional church musician, the lay clerk, began to appear between 1390 and 1425. Lay clerks lived outside the church, they had the social advantage of being able to marry, and they were also free to take minor orders or not, as they pleased. Indeed, as Denys Hay has argued, by the end of the fourteenth century England was unusual in the extent to which it employed laity rather than clerics in the bureaucratic offices of its kings, dukes, and smaller lords." Because of these restrictions on papal patronage, there was less incentive for a British cleric to travel to Rome. It is not surprising, therefore, that British singers, scribes, and bureaucrats went to Avignon and Rome with considerably less frequency than their counterparts from Flanders. In England they had opportunities for advancement and numerous patrons. These advantages may have promoted insularity among English musicians by protecting them from the forces which encouraged their colleagues to travel. In contrast, English students journeyed to Italian universities in substantial numbers for a chance to study the classics, something they could not then acquire in England. This precis of reasons why certain musicians elected to emigrate is not meant to undervalue the very real attractions of working in Italy: the push of northern pressures only strengthened the pull of Italian patrons. But we should recognize that the strength of the pressures to leave varied from region to region, from time to time, and from profession to profession. Not only did few British singers seek employment in Rome, for reasons yet to be ex- The imperial advantage in using benefices to patronize clerical courtiers had begun to assert itself in the years after the Sack of Rome in 1527. Already in the early 1530s the resources and generosity of the Emperor had begun to attract attention in the curia romana. An Italian agent of the French and British, Gregorio Casale, reported that curial cardinals had begun to seek financial assistance from the Emperor, who "has more to give in one month than the pope has in a year".40 By about 1540 experienced benefice seekers in Rome had begun to complain. That is the year when the humanist Giovio extended his congratulations to someone who had reaped a "vendemmia grassa" of benefices "in these lean times" *41 A benefice provided to the musician and mathematician Jean Taisnier, maftre des enfants for Emperor Charles V, provides one indication of a declining papal access to some classes of benefices during these years. Charles V gave him a prebend at S. Northern musicians, as clerics, had access to an intricate and legalistic system of patronage. By studying the system it becomes easier to comprehend changes in the careers of individual musicians, as well as changes in the normative career patterns from one generation to the next. But the system of clerical patronage was not monolithic. Regional differences were significant in such basic matters as who provided the benefices, how much the benefices were worth, and how much competition there was for church patronage. By studying the careers of individuals we can begin to explain how these differences in the system affected the opportunities for employment. For the many musicians schooled in the wealthy church and collegiate chapels of the north, those opportunities often lay in the south. 
The obvious parallel between the career patterns of Florentine merchants and French and Flemish musicians is the cycle of emigration, work, and return. Other than its swing from south to north

